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I:NTRQl;UCT I uN 

In response to the many questions concerning the age 
old skill of harnessing the wind for work, this paper 
attempts to outline broad conditions usefuJ for those 
interested in using wind power for borehole pumping. 

The material presented includes; a brief introduction 
to windmill design; wind requirements and wind data 
collection; site selection, and a brief description 
of some structural components. 

This must be viewed as a working paper. Additional 
information and suggestions for clarifications are 
welcomed. 

The author expresses his appreciation for the kind 
assistance of Mr. Carl Jensen, head of the Mechanical 
Engineering Department, Faculty of Technology, at the 
J .. ddis Jt.baba University; Mr. Peter Frs.nkel, of Inter
mediate Technology Development Group; and Mr·. Peter 
Stern, also of Intermediate Technology Development 
Group and presently working with the National Water 
Resources Commission. 
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1. GEN~L DEBCRIPTICN 

There are three bnsically different windmill designs: 

A. The HIGH SPEEL RUl~NLR which is characterized 
by propller type blades - usually 2 or 3 blades; 

B. The TR.iWITION.U. ',viNDfv~ILL which is characterized by 
having only four to six blades (also known as sails); 

Co .iilld the l"lULTIPLE BLADED RCTDR ( alsc' known as a 
farrmill) which is characterized by blades covering 
most of the swept areaa 

High Speed Runners and Traditional windmills operate on 
the pr~ciple of an air foil while f'tul tiple B~ 1<i~d Rotors 
operate by channeling the air on the principle of a 
turbine. This basic differHnce means that the High 
Speed Runners and Traditional \dndmills have a higher 
speed and n lower stnrting torgue, more generally adapt
able for such work as generoting electricity on a small 
scale, or pumping from very shallow depths. 

The Multiple Bladed windmill h~s a slower speed and a 
higher starting torgue. It is these features which 
enable heavy work, such as water pumping, to be done. 
This windmill design has proven itself over many years 
as durable while remaining rather simple. 
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l'~ost com.merci2.lly pruduced ,,rindmill;:;; designed for borehole. 

pumping are of the multiple bladed rotor design. Competing 
companies offer l'lindmills ·which usually only dif.fer by slight 

~odificat~cn of the components, such as variations of how the 
windrotor is made, vrhethor a gear-box or crank .i.s used, dif~ 

ferent coverning devices, the type of tail used and how the 
tower is constructed. 

i~ew desir~ns in windmills ~jre 

Eenerally eivcn wide publicity, 
ru1d althoueh some have become 

highly oeveloped for p~rticular 
purposes, i.e. electrical 

eeneration, there is to date 
no new design which strikingly 

out-performs the multiple bladed 

rotorJ with comparable inital 
costs and maintenance needs., 

Not only must sophisticuted new 
i'eatures be evaluated c:n a cost 

benefit basis but also in terms 
of maintenance, number of re
placeable parts, durability, and 

availability of spare perts. 

Thus this paper w~ll concentrat~ 
on the multiple bladed rotc~. 

\'. 
-.. ,_ 
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WIND RE~UIREMENTS 

The most importAnt consideration in any evaluation of 
whether a windmill can be used at a p~rticular site 
depends on whether there is enough wind. 

* * * * *. * * *. * ** ·* * * * 

~ind strength and pattern 

A "rule of thumb" for wind speeds required to operate o.. 

windmill for borehole pumping is; 

- Average wind speed of 0 - 6 mph - Impossible 
- Average wind speed of 6 - 10 mph - Marginal 
- Average wind speed of 10 -12 mph - Good 

Generally, the wind blows during the day and slacks off 
at night, is more forceful on the coast, near a large 
lake, or on the edge of a desert. (At some plac~s in 
the middle of a desert there can also be strong desert 
winds) The wind is typically weaker in vn.lleys.., 

However, specific wind dai;.~ is essential ! l 

Average \-lind Speed - ']he average v-rind speed ccm be very 
misleading. I~ the wind should blow hard for several 
hours then sharply drop off, tho average over a day may 
appear inadequate. Yet the more forceful wind, if 
consistent, may be enough to fill a reservoir or provide 
water for irrigation. 

.. 04 
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Pattern of the 'vJind - Not only ~ust the pattern of the 
daily wind be considered but also the wind ~attern of 
the seasons. In some areQs there may be high winds 
part of the year and no wind during other seasonsa 

If the wil':!dmill is providing a basic water supply,. __ ._ 
there, .must never. be inadequ:::te winds f.or more than 3 to 
4 consecutive days or there must be storage fa~ilities 
adequate to provide water during the time when the 
wind is inadequate. 

* * * * * * * * * **~ •• * 

Before choosing a windmill, the recomnended length of 
time for studying the wind dat~ of an area is three to 
five ycarsa If that is not feasible, even more emphasis 
must be placed on the collection of all available vlind data. 

\-Jind Data Available in Ethiopi:J. 

The most comprehensive wind data presently avnilnble 
is an "lillalysis of ~~ind Data in the Drought Affected 
.Areas in Ethiopia " by Call.. Munoz. The data was compiled 
fro:w the wind reC<')rds of the : 
National wQter Resources Commission, Ministry of Community 
Development, Bilerle i~gricultural Estu.te, Alemaye College 
of Agriculture, Chilalo Agricultural Development Unit 
and Wollamo Agricultural Development Unit. 

This paper is available from the Nationnl ~ater Resources 
Commission, or from the A.Ta Unit. 

Collection of wind Data 
If no data is available on the specific area being 
considered then it is necessary to do the best analysis 
possible. 
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Aids for assessing the wind include the following; 

a. Survey the opinions of local residents as to the 
daily 3.nd seasonc.l pntterns of tb_e wind and whether 
they think it is a \'rindly or calm aren. 

b. The Be .:ufort Wind. Scc.le cnn be used to es·timate a 
specific wind speed from observations such as how 
the wind blows the trees etc. 

c. An Animometer. for measuring wind sp_eed is very 
importnnt to any serious dnt.:a. collection. .Animometers 
are avo.ilo.ble on loan from tho National Wo.ter 
Resources Commission. 

d. Another instrument which may be useful for wind 
readings is th-e H-and- _tirspeed Indicator. It is 
an easy to use inexpensive inst~ment. , 

Other Considerations o~ the wind 

_The. size of the windro·tor will be -determined by the wind 

strength and the. amount of work to be _done. For a specific 
amount of ·work, the lower the \'rind the larger the windrotor 
must be. 

It should also be noted that to start the rotor moving 
requires a stranger wind than is needed to keep it turning. 

Also, one of th~ primary foctors in wind requirements, both 
for st~ting and maintaining rotation is pump size and static 
water head. Very simply, as the volume of water needed 
increases or as the depth of the water increases, so must the 
power (wind strength) increase. 
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In evaluatiug any windmill, the components to be considered 

are: 

Governing ~evice for 
Excessive 

,;onversion / 
Mechanism 

.rm.;rer 

Heicht 

otroke L·ength ---+til 

Pump Rod-----1~ 

.Pump Size ----a~ 

\,iind Conci tioHs 

Diameter of 
\hnd Rotor 

\-later Replacement 

Hater Depth 

Storage 

Vt.lume 

1 (Standing \ie.ter Level) 
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The Consideration of Windmill Componets 

1. Diameter of the Rotor - Generally, the stronger the wind 
the smaller th& windrotor need beo However, the 
diameter of the :;:·otor must be of adequate size to 
utilize the weak or marginal \vindso 

When maximum use of the windmill is essential in areas 
of mar-ginal wind, particularly for b.orehole pumping, 
probably not less than a 20 fto diameter rotor should 
be considered. 

2. Governing Device for Exeessive Winds - Windmills can be 
severely damaged or destroyed by excessively strong 
winds. Thus a type of governing device for excessive 
winds is an essential component to be considered in 

selecting any windmillo Considerations include 
whether the·windmill will be basically left unattended 
or whether in a sudden severe wind, manual operations 
c-an .be· depended on."' 

AlJ._mnH:jpla.-bJaded ·rotor- type wi.ndmills must have 
. a governing device to cope with excessive winds. 
Some win~ills are designed to be menually turned 
out of the wind and have a hand brake to stop the 
rotation of the rotor. 

Many commerical windmills have automatic governing 
devices which generally consist of a hinged tail, 
either connected toasprL.lg or which workP by 
gravity. Some windmills are built with the rotor 
slightly off center of the ~nst so that excessive 
winds force the rotor out of the wind. 

~ . . ··.,._ 

........ ~~ . 
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3. Motion Conversion Mechanism - 'eo c~ange the horizontal 
rotation of the rotor sh~ft to a reciprocating 
vertical motion for pumping~ The mechanisms used 
are either a gearbox or simple cranka 

The pros and cons of these options have been 
de<iated,for years. The _gear box provides the 
advantage· th.::.t through geo.ring down, greater 
torgue can be obtained.. However, gearboxes are a 
complicatiou in that the gears are parts that 
demand service. 

It should be stated that both the gearbox and 
simple crank systems are quite dependable. 

4. Tower - The general considerations for tower height 
focus on sita location in reference to wind 
obstructions and diameter of rotor required. 

In open areas with no wind obstructions, a tower 
height of 7 - 12 meters is probably adequate. 
However, if a commermial windmill is being pur
chased, in light of its compnxitiv~ly high cost, 
it may be better to accept the manufactors 
racommendations on tower height which, although 
possibily higher than necessary for the normal 
operation of the windmil~will maximize the use 
of the wind. 

Where obstructions exist, most commerical windmill 
companies recommend that the bottom of the rotor 
be 5 - 6 meters above the level of the 
obstruction. 
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5c §!poke Length - Stroke length is the distance the 

pump rod ~oves up and down. For commerical wind
mills the stroke langth is either initially set 
or there exists a possibility of varying the 
stroke length.. The stroke length to be used 
for a given pump dinmeter depends on the water 
pumping head and the wind strength. Shortening 
the stroke allows the windrotor lorAd to be 
reduced b1lt a.t the expense of a reduced pumping 
rate. 

6. Pump Rods - fum;; rods are either produced of wood 
or galvanized steel. ·~Jood may be considered 

a~though it is prone to rot, particularly the 
end that dips into the water, Rnd is prone to 
attack by insects. 

7 .. Wat~torage Tank - Although commercii ally produced 
water storage tanks are avr:.ilable, it is an item 
that can be cor:.structed from locally available 
materials.. vlelded steel tnnks are assembled nt 
1\.kaki. The storage volume required will depend. on 
the water requirement 1 availability of water, and 
the regularity of ::he ~trind .. 

8. Pump Biz§_ - For a given vlindmill the pump size will 
be deter~ined by the water requirement, water 
depth, and the wind strength. Although the windmill 
is sometimes purchased prior to the well drilling, 
the pump size cannot be determined before the bore
hole has been completed. Most suppliers will 
air freight the pump. 
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9. Site Considerations - vJhere to locate the windmill 
is generally dictated by where the water is. 

I 

However, general considerctions are listed below. 

A,. Locate the windmill away from obstruccions n.s 
tr2es, buildings, etco Most windmill compc:mies 
recommend 150 to 200 meter distance. 

B. Prime consideration should be given to minimize, 
whore possible, the height the windmill must 
lift the watern As an example, it may be more 
advantageous to drill a borehold in a valley 
where a shallow tvell can be obtained, than to 
drill on t~e top of ~ mount~in where there is more 
wind but where the height the wcter must be lifted 
js greatly increased. 

If the lift-head is halved,.~wice the amount of water 
is obtained at the same pmver .. 

C .. bite Selection should include ·the wishes of the 
local people .. 

* * "' * * * * "' ~ * * ,.... '* :t * * 

In sum:meriz.ing these considerations, t;.1e data needed 
to determine the basic components of a windmill are: 

1. The best wind data available. 
2. The standing level of the water. 
3. The amount of water required. 

4. Site considerations. 
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windmills in Ethiopia 

Windmills have been used in some places in Ethiopia 
for many years and the older windmills have usually been 
built hereo One such win&1ill can still be Sven in 
\Jaldin near the Ccmmericnl Bank there .. 

American Pres~bterian ~ission have built 19 windmills and 
are presently constructing as many as 80 moreo These 
small windmills, built on site, are used for pumping 
water from the Cmo River to irrignte garden plots on the 
river bank.. The±r small size, -1c · .. windrotors, and 
simple contruction make them qui "L· ..:j sui ted for small plot 
river irrigation.. Tho cost of these windmills is 
estimated to be Eth 4);700 per windmill. F-.. trther inform
ation on these windmills can be obtained by contacting 
the A .. T .. Unito 

Under the direction of ~'lr. Korl Jensen, the Mechanical 
Engineering Department Head, the Faculty of Technolog--.r 
of the Addis .Ababa Unive.' aity has done research on many 
types of windmills aud pumpo They~e presently designing 
and testing a windmill which can be used for borehola 
pumping and·cen be ~reduced locally§ The Faculty of 
Technology should be considered an important resource 
for anyone invobred in windmills. 

Professor Gouin and Mr .. Phillipino of the Geophysical 
Observatory have developed an experimental, vertical axis 
wind rotor. Vertical axis rotors.typically are most 
feasible for smaller units.. Data on this particular 
unit should be available in the future .. 

Information on the other existing windmills is welcomed 
by the A .. r. Unit. 
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Cost of Commercial windmills 

The only comparative cost data presently avRilable at 
the A .. To Unit is from a Dar Es Salaam Dr..iversity report 
published in 19?4.. The price, for n similar windmill, 
~~ms compared between fonr major commercial windmill 
co3panieso The conclusions cnn be summerized as follows: 

a. The least expensive windmill was the Dempstc:ra .. 
b~ Southern Cross was second and was more than 

twice as expensive as the Dempster. 

c. Comet, which was third, was approximctely 8% 
more than the Southern Cross. 

d .. The Lubing windmill cost t-riple that of the Co:~et. 

The abo",-e cost comparison was for a small windmill but 
~he orier remains basically the same for other size 
v-rind..:nills, with the Dempster being the least expensi .. .,e 
and the Lubing being the more expensive.. Of course 
each of these windmills is unique. 

**'************ 

A So"..lthern Cross Windmill composed of a 21 ft .. diameter 
rotor on a 45-55 ft .. tower delivered to Djibouti will 
presently (Sept. 1975) cost approximately Eth $19,000. 
This does not include the pump or other excessories. 
The company representative indicated that this size 
windmill is capable of pumping water from a depth of 
approximately 190 ~eters, assuming the wind is adequate. 
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Co:m..TJJ.ercial l•dndmill Companies 

Aeromotor Windmill 
Broken .Arrow 
Oklahoma 
USA 74012 

Climax Windmills 
Wyatt Bros. 
Ltd~ White ~urch 
Salop, 
England 

Comet Windmills ~ 

- A multiple bladed rotox 
type windmill 

- A multiple bladed rotor wind
mill (~here is reportedly a 

. :u.umber of climax windmills 
in Sudan) 

Sidney Williams & Co. Ltd. -
P.O.Box 22 A multiple bladed rotor 

t;;rpe windmill Dulwich Hill, N.J.W. 
Australia 2203 

Dempster Windmills 
Beatrice 
Nebraska 
u.s.A .. 

Lubing Win~ills 
Haschinea Fubrik 
Lubwig Benins 
2847 Barnstort 
Postfach 171, 
Germany 
Addis Ababa Agent 
Jos. Hansen and Boehne 
Tel. 44 72 00 

Southern Cross Windmills 
l'.O.Box 424 
Toowomba 
Queensland 
Australia 4350 

Addis ~baba Agent 
Ato Girma W. Georgia 
Tel. 15 33 92 

11 4? 05 

A multiple bladed rotor type 
windmill (lim.erican Mission has 
installed two Dempsters on the 
Omo River.) 

- .A high speed runner type windmill 
with three fibreglass propellers. 

Comment: Most suitable for supply
~ng electricity or household water, 
or draining or irrigating small 
areas of land. It can be used 
for deep well pumps not exceeding 
10 meters. Only s~all diameter 
rotors are produced. 

- ~- multiple bladed rotor type 
windmill (cne Southern Cross has 
been insc.J.lled at Meki. 'Phe 
Relief and Rehabilitation have 
reportedly been given 6 which are 
not yet installed. World Vision 
of Ethiopia have· purchased six 
for the Sidamo area. The 
Catholic Secretariat has purchased 
six.) 
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The Savonius Rotor '·:.incnill 

The Savonius Rotor ·~indmill, many 

times made of metal oil drum hal·ves 
welde·l together around a shaft, hR.s 
received much publicity as e.n easy to 
build, inexpensive, do-it~yourself 
windmill. 

However, this type of windmill is quite 
limited di.1e to the fact that it is 

• much less efficient than other t~e 
windmills and therefore will pump 
much less water in a given w~nd 
stre1;1gth for a given size machine. 

Other disadvantages i~clude a high · 
construction cost for the power output, 
compared with other type windmills, ~nd for larger units 
there is many times a b:llancine; probler.~. 

For comparison of work performance, it '"culd t:.:-ke a 

-. 

Savonius Rotor with a projected are~ 0f aprroxim8tely 400 
square ft. to do the same work as a 20 ft. oiameter ;multiple 
bladed rotor. 

The Faculty.of Technology have done extenRive testing of 
the Savonius Rotor if more information is desired. The 
American Mission have also experimented •:, i th t1.ree 

Savonius Rotors on the Omo River, 
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Description 

Calm 

Light .air-

Light breeze 

Gentle breeze 

Moderate breeze 

Fresh breeze 

Strong breeze 

- 1~ -

The Beaufort wind Scale 

Kilometers 
12er hour 

< 1 

1 - 5 

6 - 11 

12 - 19 

20 - 28 

29 - 38 

39 - 49 

I·liles 
:per 
hour 

<:1 

1 - 3 

bpecifications for 
tstimating speed 
over land 

Co.lm; sooke 
rises verticallya 

Direction of wind 
shown by smoke-drift 
but not by wind v~neso 

4- 7 VJind\:felt on face; 
leaves rustle; 
ordinnry vanes moved 
by wind. 

8 - 12 Leaves and small 
twigs in constant 
motion; wind 
extends light flag. 

13 - ·18 Raises dust and 
loose paper; small 
branches are moved. 

19 - 24 Small trees in 
leaf begi~ to sway, 
crested wavelets 
farm on inland 
wnters. 

25 - 31 Large branches in 
notion; whistling 
heard in telepho~ 
wires; umbrellas 
used with difficulty. 


